
Typical	CTH	parameters	
   5	field	periods 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	discharge	duration	~0.1s	
	Ro 	 	 	=	0.75	m	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	ne 	≤	5	x	1019	m-3		
	avessel 	=	0.29	m	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	Te 	 	≤	200	eV	 		

	aplasma		≤	0.2m	
	Bo 	 	 	≤	0.7	T	
	Pinput	 	≤	15	kW	ECRH			~	200kW	OH 	 	Ip	 	≤	80	kA	

																	~	150	kW	2nd	Harmonic	x-mode	(under	construction)	
	Vacuum	transform	0.02	–	0.35		 	 	 	 	<β>	 	≤		0.2%	 		

CTH	has	a	flexible		coil	set	that	allows	for	exploration	of	multiple	magnetic	field	configurations	 Control	of	Sawtooth	dynamics	with	3D	fields	

VGA-8050M	pulsed	gyrotron	oscillator	200kW	-	28GHz	75ms	

+HF	 -TF	

+TF	

Coherence	Imaging	System	 Spectroscopic	Studies	Support	DIII-D	and	Others	

Current	filaments	
follow	B-field	lines	

Mutual	inductance	measures	the	
response	of	the	B-dot	probes	to	the	
currents		

Mode	structure	modeled	with	current	filaments	

MHD	perturbed	currents	can	be	approximated	as	being	parallel	to	
magnetic	field	lines	on	mode	resonant	rational	surface	

Results	from	χ2	fit	of	I0	and	δ

Using	SXR	measurements	in	V3FIT	reconstructions	
yields	more	accurate	current	profiles	

Signal	Effectiveness	

Internal	SXR	measurements	have	
more	influence	on	central	current	
distribution	than	external	
magnetic	signals	

Edge	Safety	factor	is	
similar	for	all	three	
reconstruction	
methods.	

Central	Safety	factor	is	
better	determined	
with	the	use	of	SXR	
inversion	information	
and	SXR	signals	than	
with	magnetics	alone.	

Plasma	current	is	more	
concentrated	in	the	
center	(top)	dropping	the	
central	q	value	(bottom)	
when	SXR	signals	are	
included	in	the	V3FIT	
reconstruction	

Flux	surfaces	at	ϕ=π/10	show	
more	elongation	when	SXR	
signals	are	included	in	the	
reconstruction	

Magnetics	only				Magnetics	&	SXR	

Central	SXR	camera	
used	in	this	study	

Biorthogonal/SVD	
analysis	used	to	help	
identify	the	inversion	

radius	

Sawtooth	period	(a)	and	
amplitude	(b)	decrease	
with	increasing	
fractional	transform	and	
elongation	

Sawtooth	inversion	
radius	increases	with		
(a)	increasing	total	

transform,	but	not	with	
(b)	fractional	transform	CTH	has	control	of	stellarator	

transform.		Transform	with	plasma	
current	is	tokamak-like	

Interferometer	being	upgraded	to	four	channels	

Output	Powers	
at	dummy	load	

Additional	channels	will	give	better	resolution	of	the	density	
profile	and	allow	expanded	physics	studies	

Instrument	is	housed	in	a	marine	cooler	to	reduce	
temperature	fluctuations	of	the	interferometer	
crystal	
Peltier	cooler	with	feedback	controls	the	ambient	
temperature	(~23	°C	)	inside	the	marine	cooler	

Measurements	of	ion	parameters	in	
both	the	edge	and	the	core	of	CTH	
plasmas	beneficial	for	island	divertor	
and	MHD	mode-locking	experiments	

Measures	the	spectral	coherence	of	
an	emission	line	using	an	imaging	
interferometer	of	fixed	delay	
(See	N.	Allen	-	BP11.00049)	

Changes	in	toroidal	
flow	over	time	

High-Z	materials	exposed	to	plasma	on	CTH	to	
improve	spectroscopic	erosion	measurements	
through	the	S/XB	method		
(See	C.	Johnson	-	UP11.00037)	
(See	D.	Ennis	-	UP11.00033)	
		
New	Mo,	W	atomic	calculations	completed	at	
Auburn	allowing	more	accurate	erosion	
measurements	(See	S.	Loch	-	UP11.00034)		
		
W,	Mo,	SiC,	and	stainless	steel	probes	inserted	
into	CTH	with	collection	optics	opposing	probe	
		
	 Probe	depth	scan	allows	for	lines	to	be	

distinguished	from	base	CTH	
impurities	
		
Collisional	radiative	code	developed	to	
model	spectra	and	compare	with	
experiment	

20ms	 40ms	 60ms	

+10km/s	

-10km/s	

NIMROD	low-q	disruption	simulations	

Auburn	University	research	spans	a	broad	range	of	
activities	on	W7-X	

Creating	low	temperature	plasma	with	varying	
fractional	ionization	on	magnetic	surfaces	

new	SHM		
detector	

voltage-
controlled	
oscillator	

amplifier-multiplier	
chain	

modified		
3-beam		
system	

single-beam		
upgrade	

14.5	
cm	

		

7.3	cm	
		

0.0	cm	

		
-11.1	
cm	

chan		1	
		

chan	2	
		

chan	3	

		
chan	4	

Simulations	suggest	that	low-q	disruptions	are	triggered	by	an	interaction	
between	symmetry	preserving	islands	and	symmetry	breaking	instabilities.	

The interaction between the unstable modes and symmetry preserving

islands leads to a large region of stochastic field.

Symmetry preserving islands are observed early in time.
6/5, 7/5, 8/5, and 9/5 islands are observed

Islands degrade as the unstable modes grow.

Thermal energy is lost when the innermost island chain is destroyed.

Simulations of Low-q Discharges in CTH

by Dr. Mark Cianciosa and Dr. Steven Hirshman of ORNL), work will begin in earnest to use it
for W7-X plasma equilibrium reconstruction. Validation, verification, and convergence studies of
V3FIT / SIESTA will be pursued expeditiously, with the goal of having a robust 3D equilibrium
reconstruction capability available for W7-X diverter operations during OP 1.2 or OP 2.0. We
anticipate that initial use of the BMW code and later development of full 3D equilibrium recon-
struction with islands will allow the important physics issue of the coupling and stability of the 3D
edge plasma and its transport to be successfully addressed for OP 1.2.

Task 4: Full shot reconstructions and output coupled to EMC3-Eirene for OP 1.2: The
goal of this final task is to have in place all of the elements to enable full shot 3D equilibrium recon-
struction of W7-X. This includes having a working interface for passing magnetic field information
to EMC3-Eirene to aid in understanding of 3D equilibrium e↵ects on edge island divertor transport
as described. This will entail incorporation of the OP 1.2 diagnostic suite into V3FIT for TDU
operations. A preliminary example of a full-shot reconstruction of the plasma pressure and current
density profile of a 10-second OP 1.2A plasma is shown in Figure 8. The pressure profile is fairly
constant during the entire pulse, whereas the current density profile is evolving, demonstrating the
relaxation of the ‘shielding currents’ that decay on a ⌧L/R ⇡ 5 � 10 sec timescale leaving behind
only the bootstrap current density.

Figure 8: Preliminary full-shot reconstruction of a 10 second pulse in the OP 1.2A campaign. The
pressure profile is shown on the left, and the current density profile is shown in the middle and
right figures. Magnetic diagnostics, Thomson Scattering and the divertor location were all used
as constraints during the reconstruction of these profiles.

We plan to also include considerations of the e↵ects of eddy currents in the vacuum vessel, cryo-
stat and other conducting structure in W7-X on the magnetic diagnostic signal responses. An
in-situ helical copper coil (“copper plasma”) calibration was partially completed prior to OP 1.2A.
A conductor was placed along the trajectory of the magnetic axis of the ’standard’ configuration
of W7-X. The conductor was injected with both steady-state and alternating currents at several
frequencies and the magnetic diagnostic responses were measured but they have not yet been an-
alyzed due to limited time/resources. We plan to repeat the controlled eddy-current excitation
experiments with the conductor located at multiple varying radial and vertical positions sometime
after OP 1.2A. The analysis of this “copper plasma” will allow for fine tuning of the magnetic
diagnostic models used by V3FIT and should also enable better determination of eddy current
e↵ects on the reconstructions during periods when the equilibrium is significantly evolving.
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5–7 keV, central ion temperatures of 1.5–2.2 keV, and central
densities in the range of 2–4! 1019 m"3 (see Ref. 16). In
previous stellarator experiments, this set of conditions, with
centrally peaked electron temperature profiles and Te# Ti, is
associated with the development of a positive radial electric
field and a region of reduced heat transport in the plasma
core.17 These conditions, described as core electron root con-
finement (CERC), have been observed on W7-X as reported
in Ref. 18.

In general, stellarator neoclassical particle fluxes may
lead to multiple ambipolar solutions for Er in which the elec-
tron and ion fluxes become equal. For geometries similar to
W7-X, the ambipolarity requirement can lead to the exis-
tence of three solutions: the electron-root (typically resulting
in a positive radial electric field), the ion-root (typically a
negative radial electric field), and the unstable-root (typically
a small positive solution). For a given radial location and
depending on the plasma profiles, only one of the electron or
ion root solutions may exist or all three solutions may exist
simultaneously. A detailed discussion of the neoclassical
ambipolar Er solutions can be found in Ref. 17.

The conditions of a positive core radial electric field are
particularly well suited for validation of neoclassical calcula-
tions against experimental measurements and also for exami-
nation of the validity of the assumptions and simplifications
used in various neoclassical codes. Some of the specific
assumptions used in neoclassical calculations, such as the
handling of magnetic drifts and finite orbit effects, have the
largest effect near the Er¼0 crossover. Other assumptions,
such as the use of an incompressible E!B approximation in
DKES, are expected to have a negligible contribution around
Er¼0 and instead have the largest impact at large values of
Er. Experimental examination of plasmas with an Er cross-
over therefore provides important benchmark cases.

A plasma program was developed for the W7-X OP1.1
campaign to examine the effect of the input power on the
radial electric field.19 The program consists of three distinct
steps of injected ECRH power (2.0 MW, 0.6 MW, and
1.3 MW) in a plasma with a nearly constant central density.
The time history of this discharge can be seen in Fig. 2, and
temperature and density profiles at the three different power
steps are shown in Fig. 3. Additional details on these CERC
discharges can be found in Ref. 19.

The Er profiles in Fig. 4, which are inferred from the
XICS measurements, show that all power phases of the pro-
gram have an electron-root solution in the core of the
plasma. However, the magnitude and radial extent of the
core positive Er changes between the high and low power
phases; the positive Er region shrinks by about 30% in minor
radius when the power is reduced, with a corresponding
decrease in magnitude.

The evolution of Er can be seen by looking at the change
over time of the line integrated velocity measurements. In
Fig. 2, the line integrated velocity of each XICS sightline is
shown relative to its value in the low power phase. As soon
as the injected power is stepped up or down, both the flow
velocity and the electron temperature begin to change.
Within the time resolution of the XICS measurements used
for this analysis, 30 ms, the electron temperature and velocity

appear to change simultaneously, which is consistent with
the neoclassical understanding of Er. The time for equilibra-
tion, for both the flow velocity and the electron temperature,
is approximately 100 ms. This value is consistent with mea-
surements of the global confinement time found from the
total stored energy and input power and reported previously
in Refs. 12 and 20.

IV. COMPARISON TO NEOCLASSICAL
CALCULATIONS

Several neoclassical codes are available that can calcu-
late the radial electric field based on measured plasma pro-
files through the enforcement of ambipolarity of the
particle fluxes. Three of these codes, DKES,5,6

SFINCS,21 and
FORTEC-3D,22,23 have been run for the program shown in
Fig. 2. Each of these codes takes different approaches and
makes different assumptions while solving the drift kinetic
equations. DKES solves the 3 D linearized drift-kinetic
Fokker-Planck equations utilizing a pitch-angle scattering
operator and neglecting the effect of magnetic drifts. SFINCS

solves a set of local 4 D drift-kinetic equations with the full
linearized Folker-Planck operator and includes the effects
of compressible E!B drift and momentum conservation.
Finally, FORTEC-3D utilizes a 5 D Monte Carlo solution and
includes radial coupling and non-local effects due to the
finite radial drift motions. A thorough discussion on the dif-
ferences between these models and their assumptions can
be found in Ref. 21.

FIG. 2. Time history of the heating power, temperature, and density of pro-
gram 20160309.010 along with the dynamic evolution of the line integrated
plasma flow as measured by XICS. Purple and yellow lines represent views
above and below the magnetic axis, respectively (see Fig. 1). For clarity, the
change in line integrated velocity seen in individual XICS sightlines is
shown relative to the value averaged between 600 and 700 ms. While this
plotting choice is primarily cosmetic, it captures the overall trend of the core
rotation becoming smaller with reduced input power (see profile in Fig. 3).
The sightline labels correspond to the minimum flux surface that the outer-
most sightlines pass though (equivalent to the tangential surface).
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(See	P.	Traverso,	BP1100051)	

(See	J.	Kring,	BP1100050)	(See	J.	Schmitt,	BP1100052)	

(See	V.	Perseo,	BP1100064)	

New	interferometer	now	operational	
with	system	tests	underway	
(See	K.	Ross	-	BP11.00047)	

(See	G.	Hartwell	-	BP11.00048)	

(See	E.	Williamson,	BP1100053)	

New	gyrotron	wave	guide	run	

Gyrotron	
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